Spatiotemporal Methane Emission From Global Reservoirs
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Abstract Inland aquatic systems, such as reservoirs, contribute substantially to global methane (CH4) emissions; yet are among the most uncertain components of the total CH4 budget. Reservoirs have received recent attention as they may generate high CH4 fluxes. Improved quantification of these CH4 fluxes, particularly their spatiotemporal distribution, is key to realistically incorporating them in CH4 modeling and budget studies. Here we report on a new global, gridded (0.25° lat × 0.25° lon) study of reservoir CH4 emissions, accounting for new knowledge regarding reservoir areal extent and distribution, and spatiotemporal emission patterns influenced by diurnal variability, temperature-dependent seasonality, satellite-derived freeze-thaw dynamics, and eco-climatic zone. The results of this new data set comprise daily CH4 emissions throughout the full annual cycle and show that reservoirs cover 297 × 109 km2 globally and emit 10.1 Tg CH4 yr−1 (1σ uncertainty range of 7.2–12.9 Tg CH4 yr−1) from diffusive (1.2 Tg CH4 yr−1) and ebullitive (8.9 Tg CH4 yr−1) emission pathways. This analysis of reservoir CH4 emission addresses multiple gaps and uncertainties in previous studies and represents an important contribution to studies of the global CH4 budget. The new data sets and methodologies from this study provide a framework to better understand and model the current and future role of reservoirs in the global CH4 budget and to guide efforts to mitigate reservoir-related CH4 emissions.

Plain Language Summary Methane (CH4) is a greenhouse gas which contributes significantly to global warming and has atmospheric concentrations which have increased considerably in the last few decades, primarily due to human-induced emissions. Natural sources such as wetlands and inland aquatic systems (i.e., reservoirs, lakes, and rivers) contribute substantially to global emissions but these natural systems comprise the most uncertain components of the CH4 budget. This study addresses multiple gaps and uncertainties associated with global CH4 emissions from reservoirs and undertakes a spatial and temporal assessment of global reservoir emissions. The results from this study suggest that reservoirs occupy a global area about 300,000 km2 (comparable to the size of the country of Italy) and emit 10.1 Tg CH4 yr−1. We identify data and methodological elements of previous estimates that indicate they may overestimate these emissions. This work provides a suite of global data sets, gridded at 0.25° × 0.25°, considering reservoir surface area, spatial distribution, eco-climatic system type, and the full annual cycle of daily CH4 emissions.

1. Introduction

Methane (CH4) is a potent greenhouse gas and its atmospheric concentration has increased significantly since the pre-industrial era and contributes to ~20% of present-day observed global warming (Ciais et al., 2013). Anthropogenic activities (e.g., fossil fuel use and production, waste disposal, and agriculture) emit around 350 Tg CH4 yr−1 (Saunois et al., 2016) and are assumed to be the primary contributors to increases in atmospheric CH4 concentrations. Natural wetlands (which emit 100–200 Tg CH4 yr−1, Bloom et al., 2017; Melton et al., 2013) and inland aquatic systems (e.g., lakes, reservoirs, rivers) which together emit from 50 to >200 Tg CH4 yr−1 (Bastviken et al., 2004, 2011; Saunois et al., 2020; Rosentretre et al., 2021) are also significant emission sources of CH4. These inland aquatic systems are currently considered the...
Reservoirs are created by the construction of dams that number in the millions world-wide (Lehner et al., 2011). These dam-reservoir systems are constructed for multiple purposes (e.g., hydroelectric power, flood control, water supply, recreation, and navigation) and are known to be sources of greenhouse gas emissions (Barros et al., 2011; Bastviken et al., 2004, 2011; Deemer et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2021; St. Louis et al., 2000). The emission of CH$_4$ from reservoirs occurs via multiple pathways such as diffusion, ebullition, plant-mediated transport, degassing from turbines and spillways, and water drawdown events (Deemer et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2021) and is controlled by numerous physiochemical properties of individual reservoirs (Prairie et al., 2017).

Previous global estimates of reservoir CH$_4$ emission are scarce and variable, ranging from 18 to 70 Tg CH$_4$ yr$^{-1}$ (i.e., from <3 to >10% of the global CH$_4$ budget (Deemer et al., 2016; St. Louis et al., 2000). These studies often rely on simple assumptions about regional and global reservoir areas and length of emission seasons, and employed different subsets of flux measurements to estimate global emissions. Most importantly, none of the existing global estimates provide CH$_4$ emissions which are both spatially and temporally explicit. While the recent study by Harrison et al. (2021) incorporated temporal variability into their estimates of annual-scale emission, gridded estimates of sub-annual CH$_4$ emission are not provided. This study provides gridded estimates of daily CH$_4$ emission from reservoirs which is a critical requirement for use in bottom-up biogeochemical and top-down atmospheric CH$_4$ emission modeling.

Here we use measurements of CH$_4$ emission from 161 globally distributed reservoir systems in boreal, temperate, and tropical/subtropical regions, compiled by Deemer et al. (2016) to develop a gridded data-driven model of reservoir CH$_4$ emissions that is also temporally explicit. This flux measurement synthesis includes data for diffusive and ebullitive flux pathways as well as additional emission processes (e.g., degassing at dams, drawdown marshes, and downstream rivers influenced by turbines and spillways). Most of the observations reflect diffusive and ebullitive fluxes which have been the focus of previous studies as well as the ones presented here. Confident estimates of reservoir fluxes associated with these alternative emission pathways are problematic due to minimal data and untested methodologies. Therefore, this study focuses on the main emission pathways of diffusion and ebullition.

The data in Deemer et al. (2016) illustrate the large spatial variability in diffusive and ebullitive fluxes among reservoirs. This variability is the result of heterogeneity in reservoir physiochemical characteristics (e.g., surface area, depth, water/sediment composition, and meteorological conditions), measurement techniques (e.g., boundary layer methods, floating chambers, eddy covariance and acoustic methods, and bubble traps), and field measurement designs (e.g., time of year and day when measurements are acquired, frequency, and duration of measurement campaigns).

This study focuses on the development of new data sets and a data-driven model to address the key gaps in current reservoir CH$_4$ emission estimates with the goal of reducing uncertainties in global emissions associated with: (a) area and distribution of reservoirs; (b) eco-climatic classification (boreal, temperate, and tropical/subtropical) and integration of fundamental influences of regional climate and water/soil characteristics; (c) time of day of measurements that addresses recently observed diel variability in emissions; (d) emission seasonality based on both time of the year and temperature-dependence of emissions; and (e) emission seasonality defined by satellite observations of the timing and duration of ice-cover and freeze-thaw dynamics. This study was undertaken in the context of better understanding the global CH$_4$ cycle and focuses specifically on the diffusive and ebullitive emissions of CH$_4$ from the water surface of existing reservoirs, and albeit important, does not attempt to quantify the net carbon impact of reservoir creation. We report on a novel suite of global gridded data sets representing reservoir area and distribution, reservoir eco-climatic type, and daily CH$_4$ fluxes throughout the full annual cycle accounting for emission season length.

### 2. Data and Methods

All data sets employed and produced in this study are at 0.25° × 0.25° (latitude × longitude) spatial resolution.
2.1. Reservoir Surface Area, Distribution, and Eco-Climatic Type

Reservoir areal extents have received less attention than those of wetlands and lakes; however, several data sets of reservoir area and abundance have been published. These data are typically in tabular, or in polygon shape files or vector formats—which are spatial but not in a standard gridded format—and thus are not directly adaptable for use in global bottom-up biogeochemical or top-down inverse models of CH\textsubscript{4} emission. These reservoir area data sets include the Global Lakes and Wetlands Database (GLWD) (Lehner & Döll, 2004) (polygon shape file); Global Reservoirs and Dams (GRanD) (Lehner et al., 2011) (polygon shape file); HydroLAKES (Messager et al., 2016) (polygon shape file); GInOb global geOreferenced Database of Dams (GOOD2) (Mulligan et al., 2009) (tabular, location only, no areas); and the International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD, 1988, 1998, 2006) (tabular, location, many lacking area). We note that Lehner and Döll (2004), Lehner et al. (2011), Messager et al. (2016) (HydroLAKES), and GRanD comprise essentially the same data on ∼6,800 large reservoirs with storage capacity ≥0.1 km\textsuperscript{3}.

Global reservoir areas and locations for this study were extracted from HydroLAKES (Messager et al., 2016) using the GRanD v1.1 database (Lehner et al., 2011) for the locations of ∼6,800 large reservoirs. We included only reservoirs from Lehner et al. (2011) and excluded regulated lakes (which account for ∼40% of the total reservoir and regulated lake area in GRanD). This was done because these systems often function more like lakes than reservoirs. Moreover, the CH\textsubscript{4} flux compilation applied in this study (see Section 2.2.1) contains data only from aquatic systems identified specifically as reservoirs. Lastly, since regulated lakes in Lehner et al. (2011) could be considered reservoirs or lakes, excluding them minimizes uncertainty associated with the reservoir CH\textsubscript{4} source and avoids overestimating CH\textsubscript{4} emission from reservoirs.

We augmented the GRanD/HydroLAKES data with ∼35,000 dams from GOOD2 v1 (Mulligan et al., 2009) which reports locations but not reservoir area. We added surface areas for these small reservoirs based on coincident water bodies from the European Space Agency (ESA) Climate Change Initiative Inland-Water (CCI-IW) remote-sensing data (Lamarche et al., 2017). Combining the GRanD and GOOD2 data resulted in a total global reservoir area of 297 × 10\textsuperscript{3} km\textsuperscript{2} for ∼42,000 reservoirs.

Reservoirs were classified into eco-climatic regions (i.e., boreal, temperate, and tropical/subtropical) to facilitate identifying them with region-specific CH\textsubscript{4} fluxes calculated from a compilation of reservoir CH\textsubscript{4} flux measurements (Section 2.2.1). Eco-climatic regions were defined using annually averaged soil temperature as follows: boreal/arctic reservoirs are those with annually averaged soil temperature ≤5°C following Petrescu et al. (2010); annual mean soil temperatures >5°C and ≤20°C denote temperate reservoirs, and soil temperatures >20°C define tropical/subtropical reservoirs. To prescribe soil temperatures, we calculated a multi-year annually averaged (for 2002–2015) modeled soil temperature data set (0–10 cm depth) from Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2, Gelaro et al., 2017). This multi-year-averaged MERRA-2 soil temperature data set was used to avoid anomalous years.

2.2. Reservoir CH\textsubscript{4} Fluxes

This section describes the reservoir CH\textsubscript{4} flux measurement compilation, and how it was augmented, processed, and applied in this study. Additionally, we describe the data-driven model developed to correct flux observations and emission estimates for diurnal emission patterns and seasonal temperature-dependence, and the use of satellite-derived observations of freeze-thaw dynamics. A visualization of the steps taken to derive mean 24-h-averaged, diurnally and seasonally corrected, reservoir CH\textsubscript{4} emission rates is presented in Figure S1.

2.2.1. Daily CH\textsubscript{4} Emissions

The flux compilation derived here originated with data for the 161 globally distributed reservoir systems reported by Deemer et al. (2016). The number of sites used in Deemer et al. (2016) that had separated diffusive
and ebullitive fluxes was 196 (143 diffusion and 53 ebullition) with an additional 75 for total \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions (no separation between diffusion and ebullition). We reassessed and augmented this data set as follows. For all measurement sites, original references in Deemer et al. (2016) were reviewed to extract information on measurement technique (e.g., boundary layer methods, floating chambers, eddy covariance and acoustic methods, and bubble traps), water and air temperature contemporaneous with flux measurements, time of day (daytime only or 24-h measurements) and time of year (month of observation). Individual measurements used to derive the averaged emission rates in Deemer et al. (2016) were expanded in our measurement compilation. The data added to our synthesis resulted in 467 individual measurements (189 diffusion; 98 ebullition; 180 total — all shown in Data Set S1). Subsequently, data were filtered to remove the small number of measurements reflecting turbine-influenced and downstream emissions, as well as those derived from indirect measurements (i.e., acoustic methods). Lastly, only measurements with information about time of day and year, and those distinguishing between diffusive and ebullitive fluxes, were used in this study. After our literature reassessment and filtering, 198 (127 diffusion; 71 ebullition) flux measurements were included in the present study. Boreal, temperate, and tropical/subtropical reservoirs were associated with daily emission rates (diffusive + ebullitive) calculated from this measurement compilation using the latitude and longitude of each measurement and the gridded soil-temperature data described in Section 2.1.

Sieczko et al. (2020) demonstrated that \( \text{CH}_4 \) fluxes from lakes during daytime hours are larger than those in the early morning and nighttime. To date, daytime measurements were typically used to represent daily averages, thus likely overestimating \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions. Most measurements in our synthesis were made during the daytime hours. To correct for diurnal fluctuations in \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions from reservoirs, we relied on information on the time of day for each measurement in our flux compilation. To derive true 24-h mean \( \text{CH}_4 \) flux rates (assuming that the diel variability of reservoir \( \text{CH}_4 \) fluxes is the same as lakes), the diurnal scaling factor of Sieczko et al. (2020) was applied to daytime observations. Specifically, daytime-only measurements (i.e., between 7:00 and 20:00 local time) were multiplied by 0.7 and measurements made over 24-h intervals were used as reported. The finding of higher daytime aquatic \( \text{CH}_4 \) fluxes is compatible with mechanistic explanations related with hydrodynamics (Sieczko et al., 2020) and the few individual studies reporting higher nighttime fluxes compared to daytime fluxes were typically based on eddy covariance methods or models, for which it is more challenging to isolate explanations (e.g., Podgrajsek et al., 2014). However, if nighttime fluxes are in fact higher in some reservoirs during the periods of reported measurements, our 24-h correction would result in a conservative estimate of reservoir \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions.

### 2.2.2. Temperature-Dependent \( \text{CH}_4 \) Flux Seasonality

The majority of measurements in our synthesis were taken during the late spring to early fall. It is commonplace to use these measurements as daily averaged fluxes throughout the year. However, given that lake and reservoir \( \text{CH}_4 \) emission rates are positively correlated with air and water temperature (Aben et al., 2017; Jansen et al., 2020), this method likely leads to overestimates of lake and reservoir \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions. We addressed this bias by calculating the seasonal distribution of \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions for each measurement using methods similar to Prairie et al. (2017). To achieve this, we used derived relationships between air temperature and ebullition and diffusive fluxes considered separately. These temperature-flux relationships were used to derive a scaling factor expressing relative fluxes for all months based on the seasonal temperature cycle at the location of each measured reservoir—that is, by setting total yearly ice-free ebullition and diffusive fluxes to one (representing 100%) and solving for the fraction of this flux emitted each month given local monthly mean temperatures and the temperature-flux relationships. This allowed us to calculate monthly mean daily fluxes and total open-water fluxes from each sampled system corrected to a 24-h cycle to represent temperature-based flux seasonality. This strategy using monthly averages to derive temperature-modulated seasonality was chosen because information on the sampling month was more abundant in the literature than information about temperature during individual flux measurements.

Long-term mean air temperatures are assumed to be approximately similar to surface-water temperatures. The air temperature for each measurement site in the compilation was extracted from monthly averaged MERRA-2 two-meter air temperature data. A multi-year-averaged (for 2002–2015) MERRA-2 two-meter air temperature data set was calculated to reflect average conditions and avoid anomalous years.
We derived relationships between air temperature and ebullitive emission using a modified Arrhenius equation used to demonstrate a strong relationship between air temperature and ebullitive CH$_4$ fluxes from ponds in multiple eco-climatic zones (Aben et al., 2017), and regression fits for diffusive (Natchimuthu et al., 2016) emissions. To derive the temperature dependence of ebullitive fluxes we apply the modified Arrhenius equation shown in Equation 1

$$E_E = E_{20} \times \theta_s^{T_0 - 20}$$

(1)

where $E_E$ is the ebullitive emission rate (mg CH$_4$ m$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$), $E_{20}$ is the ebullition emission rate at 20°C, $\theta_s$ is the system temperature coefficient, and $T$ is the surface air temperature (°C). For this study, we applied an $E_{20}$ value of 100 mg CH$_4$ m$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ and $\theta_s$ of 1.1 which is an average system temperature coefficient for air temperature of subtropical and temperate ponds from Aben et al. (2017). Our air temperature and ebullition flux fit is insensitive to $E_{20}$ because this variable in Equation 1 only controls the magnitude of $E_E$ while the correction applied here to derive monthly emission rates is the monthly fractional contribution of ebullitive emissions. Monthly $E_E$ values are thus constrained by applying the actual measurement flux to the curve of fractional monthly emission factors.

A similar method was applied for diffusive fluxes using the regression fit of air temperature and diffusive CH$_4$ emissions from Natchimuthu et al. (2016) using Equation 2

$$E_D = 0.023 e^{0.124 T}$$

(2)

where $E_D$ is the diffusive emission rate (mg CH$_4$ m$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$) and $T$ is the surface air temperature (°C). The fits in Equation 2 are derived from averages of regression fits from measurements of two Scandinavian lakes (one smaller and shallower lake [Skottenesjon] and a larger deeper water body [Erssjon]) in a hydrologically managed catchment with long-term measurements of air temperature and diffusive CH$_4$ fluxes (Natchimuthu et al., 2016). The regression fit for air temperature influence on diffusive emission rates from Natchimuthu et al. (2016) demonstrates moderate predictability with correlation coefficient ($R^2$) values between 0.35 and 0.46. Still, this relationship in Equation 2 was selected as one of the best available options for the following reasons: (a) Natchimuthu et al. (2016) is one of very few studies that relies on multiple years of continuous measurements of diffusive fluxes for different lakes; (b) the relationship was derived with data from a small number of well-understood aquatic systems instead of being based on fewer scattered measurements in multiple systems which are heavily confounded by inter-system variability and thereby less likely to reflect local temperature effects; (c) the specific temperature influence on underlying biochemical processes related to CH$_4$ formation appears to be relatively similar among systems (Marotta et al., 2014; Yvon-Durocher et al., 2014); and (d) we found no equally well-supported temperature-diffusive flux relationships for more globally representative reservoirs. We do note that various fits between diffusive CH$_4$ fluxes and air and water temperature have been derived (e.g., Yvon-Durocher et al., 2014; Marotta et al., 2014; Jansen et al., 2020), and using these different fits could impact the seasonality of reservoir diffusive emissions reported here. It should be noted that the application of Equations 1 and 2 assumes that the temperature-dependence of ebullitive and diffusive emissions in reservoirs is the same as that in lakes.

### 2.2.3. Reservoir Freeze-Thaw-Dependent Seasonality

In addition to the temperature-dependent emission seasonality derived with Equations 1 and 2, ice-cover-related CH$_4$ emission seasonality was incorporated using satellite observations of ice-cover and freeze-thaw dynamics as described in Matthews et al. (2020). We used two published satellite data products: lake-ice phenology (Du & Kimball, 2018) and landscape freeze/thaw dynamics (Kim et al., 2017a, 2017b; version 4 (FTv04)) to define reservoir emission seasons.

Lake-ice phenology (2002–2015) information was derived from the time series of 37 GHz brightness temperature (Tb) data of the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for EOS and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR-E/2) sensors using a moving t-test algorithm (described in Du et al., 2017; Du & Kimball, 2018). Satellite microwave observations are largely unhindered by cloud and polar darkness, which allows for daily measurements of global lake-ice conditions. The resulting lake-ice phenology record shows 95% temporal agreement with available ground-based observations from the Global Lake and River Ice Phenology Database (Du et al., 2017). The phenology data were used for Northern Hemisphere reservoirs with surface areas ≥50 km$^2$ to minimize potential land contamination in the AMSR-E/2 observations.
Daily landscape freeze-thaw dynamics from 2003 to 2015 (described in Kim et al., 2017a, 2017b; version 4 (FTv04)) were used in this study for reservoirs lacking data on lake-ice phenology. Freeze–thaw signals were determined from calibrated 37 GHz Tb data of the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I), and SSM/I Sounder (SSMIS) using a seasonal thresholding scheme with classification accuracies higher than 84% relative to global weather station measurements.

These two satellite data sets were employed to develop a year of global daily data describing the timing and duration of the ice-free periods which define the seasonality of reservoir CH$_4$ emissions. A thaw season identification algorithm was applied to each 5 km pixel of the satellite data sets. To identify thaw season onset and duration, a 21-day moving window was applied to the annual time series to ensure a robust detection of ice phenology similar to previous studies (Du et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2011). A 21-day window was defined as “thawed” if at least 15 of the 21 days during the window were classified as thawed. The thaw onset was defined as the middle of the first 21-day window during the thaw season, and similarly the end date of thaw season was determined as the middle of the last 21-day thaw window. The pixel-level freeze and thaw dates were then averaged to the 0.25° × 0.25° spatial resolution used in this study.

2.2.4. Integration of Temporal Variability

Mean 24-h-averaged ebullitive and diffusive emission rates, which varied by month, were calculated for each site in the data synthesis. The flux sites were then classified into eco-climatic domains using the same soil-temperature criteria as described in Section 2.1. Mean diffusive and ebullitive emission rates were then calculated for boreal, temperate, and tropical/subtropical reservoirs (see Figure S2). Monthly mean daily ebullitive and diffusive emission rates were then summed to calculate total daily emission rates which were applied throughout the ice-free season to arrive at a total annual CH$_4$ emission.

The daily fluxes and total emission explicitly account for diel, seasonal, ice-cover, and eco-climatic variability, thus reducing uncertainties introduced by using both constant emission season lengths, constant daily fluxes, and simple assumptions for reservoir freeze-thaw dynamics as done in past studies (e.g., Barros et al., 2011; Bastviken et al., 2011; Deemer et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2021; St. Louis et al., 2000).

2.2.5. Other Emission Pathways

Our reservoir CH$_4$ emission estimate includes the main flux pathways of diffusion and ebullition, but several other pathways have been recognized. For instance, CH$_4$ can accumulate under surface ice and be rapidly released at spring ice melt (e.g., Denfeld et al., 2018; Duchemin et al., 2006; Jammet et al., 2015; Jansen et al., 2019; Karlsson et al., 2013; Phelps et al., 1998). CH$_4$ pulses can also occur upon water-column mixing if anoxic portions of the water column have accumulated CH$_4$ during stratification periods (Schubert et al., 2012). While the latter process is recognized as potentially important in lakes, it is less well understood in reservoirs where mixing or stratification dynamics are more complex and influenced by local reservoir management (e.g., Bastviken et al., 2004; Demarty et al., 2011). Additional fluxes, such as degassing in turbines and emissions from downstream rivers, are also known to occur in reservoirs (Deemer et al., 2016) and Harrison et al. (2021) recently reported on global degassing emissions. We did not include these emission pathways because data specific to these alternative flux pathways are currently limited. Consequently, our study may underestimate total CH$_4$ emissions from reservoirs.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Reservoir Surface Area

Global reservoir surface area is estimated to be 296.6 × 10$^3$ km$^2$ (see Table 1) and Figure 1a shows the reservoir area density (percent area of grids). Reservoirs are concentrated in the temperate regions of North America and Europe and tropical/subtropical regions of South America and Asia which are locations with large human populations. Latitudinal patterns of reservoir areas (see Figure 2) show a broad distribution across temperate and tropical/subtropical latitude zones, and a boreal peak between 50° and 55°N which is due to the small number of very large reservoirs in Canada and Eurasia (e.g., Smallwood Reservoir, Lake Winnipeg, Irkutsk Reservoir, Kuybyshev Reservoir).
Figures 1 and 2 show that, aside from the large peak in reservoir surface area in the boreal region, reservoirs are primarily present in the temperate and tropical/subtropical latitudes. On a global scale, boreal reservoirs, which are typically present >50°N, contribute \( \sim 22\% \) (65.5 \( \times 10^3 \) km\(^2\)) to the global reservoir area (see Table 1). Reservoirs classified as temperate make up \( \sim 42\% \) (123.9 \( \times 10^3 \) km\(^2\)) of the total area and are primarily located between 30° and 50°N. Finally, tropical/subtropical reservoirs account for \( \sim 36\% \) (107.2 \( \times 10^3 \) km\(^2\)) of total reservoir area and are primarily located between 20°S and 25°N.

Our global reservoir area is estimated to be 296.6 \( \times 10^3 \) km\(^2\) (see Table 1) and is lower than several past estimates (Bastviken et al., 2011; Downing et al., 2006; St. Louis et al., 2000) and similar to others (Deemer et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2021; Lehner & Doll, 2004; Lehner et al., 2011; Messager et al., 2016). Similarities are expected because several of these studies rely on the same, or closely related, data on reservoir areas (see Table 2), and exclude regulated lakes as discussed above.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eco-climatic type</th>
<th>Area (10³ km²)</th>
<th>Obs. #</th>
<th>Mean emission season (days)</th>
<th>Mean emission season CH(_4) flux (mg m(^{-2}) day(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Annual CH(_4) emission (Tg yr(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boreal</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>123.9</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>140.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical/subtropical</td>
<td>107.2</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>121.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>296.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>198</strong></td>
<td><strong>1001</strong></td>
<td><strong>39.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>10.1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 1a and 2 show that, aside from the large peak in reservoir surface area in the boreal region, reservoirs are primarily present in the temperate and tropical/subtropical latitudes. On a global scale, boreal reservoirs, which are typically present >50°N, contribute \( \sim 22\% \) (65.5 \( \times 10^3 \) km\(^2\)) to the global reservoir area (see Table 1). Reservoirs classified as temperate make up \( \sim 42\% \) (123.9 \( \times 10^3 \) km\(^2\)) of the total area and are primarily located between 30° and 50°N. Finally, tropical/subtropical reservoirs account for \( \sim 36\% \) (107.2 \( \times 10^3 \) km\(^2\)) of total reservoir area and are primarily located between 20°S and 25°N.

Our global reservoir area is estimated to be 296.6 \( \times 10^3 \) km\(^2\) (see Table 1) and is lower than several past estimates (Bastviken et al., 2011; Downing et al., 2006; St. Louis et al., 2000) and similar to others (Deemer et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2021; Lehner & Doll, 2004; Lehner et al., 2011; Messager et al., 2016). Similarities are expected because several of these studies rely on the same, or closely related, data on reservoir areas (see Table 2), and exclude regulated lakes as discussed above.

![Reservoir Area](image)

**Figure 1.** (a) Reservoir area density (percent area of grid) and (b) reservoir eco-climatic zone classification. White indicates areas with no reservoirs.
3.2. Reservoir CH$_4$ Emission

3.2.1. Daily CH$_4$ fluxes

The emission-season-mean daily CH$_4$ fluxes (daily mean fluxes only during the thaw season) for eco-climatic reservoir types are shown in Table 1. When comparing the emission-season-mean daily CH$_4$ fluxes it can be seen that boreal reservoirs typically have the lowest emission rates (39.1 mg CH$_4$ m$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$), with temperate (140.9 mg CH$_4$ m$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$) and tropical/subtropical (121.4 mg CH$_4$ m$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$) systems displaying higher emission rates. The current sentiment is that tropical aquatic systems have higher areal CH$_4$ emissions compared to temperate lakes and reservoirs; however, the compilation of reservoir fluxes used in this study does not reflect this. This agrees with Deemer et al. (2016) which showed that CH$_4$ emission rates from temperate and tropical/subtropical reservoirs are statistically consistent.

3.2.2. Global CH$_4$ Emission

Reservoir surface areas in our data set are largest in the temperate and tropical/subtropical regions which drives the spatial distribution of CH$_4$ emissions from these inland aquatic systems (see Figure 3). Applying daily time- and temperature-corrected eco-climatic emission rates, remote-sensing-derived emission season lengths (see Table 1, Figure 3), and spatially distributed eco-climatic reservoir classifications (see Figure 1), we estimate a global reservoir CH$_4$ emission of 10.1 Tg CH$_4$ yr$^{-1}$ (1.2 Tg CH$_4$ yr$^{-1}$ via diffusion, 8.9 Tg CH$_4$ yr$^{-1}$ via ebullition). Considering the coefficient of variation in the time- and temperature-corrected diffusive and ebullitive emission measurements, we calculated a 1σ uncertainty range of 7.2–12.9 Tg CH$_4$ yr$^{-1}$. Figure 4 shows zonal sums of annual reservoir CH$_4$ emissions. The high density of reservoirs in temperate and tropical/subtropical regions, and their long emission seasons, combine to produce a broad band of substantial tropical/subtropical reservoir emissions distributed between 20°S and 25°N while emissions in the temperate regions are relatively evenly spread between 30° and 50°N. The peak in area in boreal regions (Figure 2), moderated by the short emission season, results in very low emissions equal to only a few percent of the global total.

3.2.3. Reservoir Eco-Climatic Zone CH$_4$ Emission

Boreal reservoirs are primarily located in Canada, northern Europe, and Siberia. In the high latitude regions >50°N, these boreal reservoirs contribute a small amount to global CH$_4$ emission. Due to the small number of reservoirs, short emission seasons, and low air/water temperatures in high latitudes, boreal reservoirs are characterized by low ebullitive and diffusion fluxes and contribute around 4% (0.4 Tg CH$_4$ yr$^{-1}$) to global emissions (see Table 1). Temperate reservoirs, concentrated in populated regions of the United States, Europe, and China, contribute around 48% (4.9 Tg CH$_4$ yr$^{-1}$) to global reservoir emissions. Finally, 48% (4.8 Tg CH$_4$ yr$^{-1}$) of total emissions come from tropical/subtropical reservoirs which are mostly located in Brazil and Argentina in South America, central and southern Africa, India, and southern China.
3.2.4. CH$_4$ Emission Seasonality

The spatial distribution of reservoir thaw/emission season length is shown in Figure 3 and mean season lengths for reservoir eco-climate types are listed in Table 1. CH$_4$ emission seasons for reservoirs range from <100 days in the boreal regions to 365 days in the tropics. Boreal, temperate, and tropical/subtropical reservoirs experience average emission seasons of 167, 282, and 363 days, respectively (see Table 1). In the high northern latitudes between 50° and 70°N, reservoir emissions start in late April and end in November with maximum emission rates ~0.01 Tg CH$_4$ day$^{-1}$ in July (see Figure 5). Between 30° and 50°N, reser-
Reservoirs display increasing emissions throughout the spring with maximum emissions in July and August (∼0.02 Tg CH₄ day⁻¹) followed by a steady decrease throughout the fall and early winter. Reservoirs in these temperate latitudes display the highest daily emissions due to the large number of systems in this region and moderate emission season length. Reservoirs located in tropical/subtropical regions of the Northern Hemisphere (10°–30°N) have lower emissions and muted seasonality compared to reservoirs farther north due to long emission seasons and lower reservoir area in these latitudes. Near the equator (10°S–10°N), CH₄ emissions from reservoirs are relatively constant year-round (∼0.005 Tg CH₄ day⁻¹). In the tropical/subtropical region of the Southern Hemisphere (30°–10°S), emissions display minimal seasonality, with CH₄ fluxes ranging between 0.005 and 0.075 Tg CH₄ day⁻¹. Finally, low emissions occur between 50°S and 30°S with emission values between 0.001 to 0.003 Tg CH₄ day⁻¹, and a maximum occurring in the Southern Hemisphere summer months.

The seasonality of emissions modeled for the ice-free season largely reflects the temperature-based corrections implemented in this study and, accordingly, emissions are highest during the warmest times of the year. Our measurement synthesis includes 32 studies reporting year-long observations, but most measurements were made during the summer season (85 observations between June and August) and the least were obtained during the winter (12 observations between December and February). Similar numbers of observations were obtained during the spring (36 observations between March and May) and fall (33 observations between September and November). Given the limited number of studies with year-round data, the role of episodic events is not explicitly captured in this emission estimate, although measured ebullitive fluxes capture some episodic fluxes. Episodic events associated with drops in atmospheric pressure (Deshmukh et al., 2014), water-level fluctuations (Harrison et al., 2017), and ice melt (Denfeld et al., 2018; Duchemin et al., 2006; Karlsson et al., 2013; Jammert et al., 2015; Jansen et al., 2019; Phelps et al., 1998) can play important roles in lake and reservoir CH₄ budgets, underscoring the need to measure these CH₄ fluxes continuously over annual and longer time periods.

3.3. Comparison With Other Reservoir CH₄ Emission Estimates

To the best of our knowledge, six global CH₄ emission estimates for reservoirs, including this study, have been published. Our estimate of 10.1 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹ is lower than other studies which report global emissions of 18–70 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹ (12–70 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹ when considering uncertainty ranges) (see Table 2). The recent study by Harrison et al. (2021) estimated an annual global diffusive + ebullitive CH₄ emission of 9.9 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹ which is highly consistent to our study. Both studies incorporated seasonal corrections for ice-cover (satellite-derived in this study and using modeled air temperature in Harrison et al. [2021]) and temperature; however, the studies differed in their treatment of both diffusive fluxes (corrections for littoral fraction and for ice-out in Harrison et al. [2021] but not in our study) and diel variability (factored for in
### Table 2
**Studies of Global Reservoir CH₄ Emissions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Area (10³ km²)</th>
<th>Emission (Tg yr⁻¹)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis et al. (2000)</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Area from ICOLD (1998, 1998) scaled to 1,500 × 10³ km². Assumed emission season length of 200 days for temperate reservoirs, 365 days for tropical/subtropical systems. Estimate is for diffusion and ebullition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bastviken et al. (2011)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Area from ICOLD (2006). Emission season length, if unknown, assumed for each reservoir system based on location; no season lengths reported. Estimates for diffusion and ebullition pathways provided for some latitude regions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison et al. (2021)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Area and distribution modeled using a subset of Lehner et al. (2011) excluding four large regulated natural lakes; plus ~100 × 10³ km² for small reservoirs. CH₄ fluxes estimated using the G-Res model (Prairie et al., 2017). Simple ice-correction for ebullitive emissions when air temp. is &lt;0°C and diffusive emissions when air temp. &lt;4°C; no season lengths reported. Under-ice diffusive flux applied at ice-out. Seasonal flux variation modeled from temperature and reservoirs classified into eco-climatic types. Emissions from diffusion (1.6 Tg), ebullition (8.3), and degassing (12.1 Tg) pathways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>10 (1σ range: 7–13)</td>
<td>Area and distribution from HydroLAKES (Messager et al., 2016) at GRanD reservoir locations (excluding regulated natural lakes) and CCI-IW at GOOD2 locations. Daily CH₄ fluxes estimated using eco-climate reservoir type emission rates and diel corrections. Seasonal flux variation modeled from temperature. Reservoir distribution and flux sites classified into eco-climatic types; emission-season timing and duration from satellite observations. Mean season lengths = 167 days (boreal), 283 days (temperate) and 363 days (tropical/subtropical). Estimates for diffusion (1.2 Tg) and ebullition (8.9 Tg) pathways.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reservoir areas from Lehner et al. (2011), HydroLAKES (Messager et al., 2016), and GRanD are the same data.*
our study but not in Harrison et al. ([2021]). It should be noted that both studies used air temperature as a proxy for the temperature at the air-water and sediment-water interface (where a majority of reservoir CH₄ is produced). Improving our capacity to model the stratification and sediment temperature regime of lakes and reservoirs is an important research frontier.

Estimates of total global reservoir area have varied amongst studies, contributing to differences in global reservoir emission estimates. The largest global reservoir estimate of 70 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹ (St. Louis et al., 2000) employed a global surface area of ~1,500 × 10⁶ km² which is a factor of five larger than our study (Table 2). They cite ICOLD (1988, 1998) for an area of ~500 × 10⁶ km², but tripled that number to account for the areal underestimate they believe exists in the data set. The season lengths used in that study are somewhat similar to those in this work, meaning that the anomalously high emission estimate is directly related to the high areas. Bastviken et al. (2011) used the same ~500 × 10⁶ km² area extracted from ICOLD (2006) without adjustment and reported a total emission of 20 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹. Compared to our results, the areas and resulting CH₄ emission estimate in Bastviken et al. (2011) are larger by ~70% and ~100%, respectively suggesting that area may play a substantial role in emission differences. Deemer et al. (2016) and our study apply similar areas (~300 × 10⁶ km²) and diffusive and ebullitive flux compilations, but estimated emissions differ by nearly a factor of two (18 and 10 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹, respectively) due to differences between estimated and observed emission season lengths (365 days vs. a global mean of 200 days, respectively) (Table 2). Emission season lengths for high latitude lakes derived with satellite data are also noticeably shorter (by 9%-32%) than those assumed in other lake studies (Wik et al., 2016). Harrison et al. (2021) recently reported total emissions of 22 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹ from 350 × 10⁶ km² of global reservoir areas (comprising 1.6 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹ via diffusion and 8.3 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹ via ebullition). The 9.9 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹ from diffusion + ebullition emission pathways is almost identical to our results although the spatial distributions may differ. Degassing alone accounts for ~55% of the global total from Harrison et al. (2021) but this study indicates that this pathway is very uncertain, flux observations are limited, and methods to characterize reservoirs and management should be improved.

Another reason that our global reservoir CH₄ emissions are lower than most previous studies is our improved accounting of diurnal emission patterns and seasonality driven by temperature-corrected eco-climatic system fluxes and freeze-thaw dynamics. St. Louis et al. (2000), Bastviken et al. (2011), and Deemer et al. (2016) derived total (diffusion + ebullition) CH₄ fluxes from 22, 35, and 161 reservoir systems, respectively. Our study incorporates measurements from the same 161 reservoir systems of Deemer et al. (2016) but we used additional measurement data from the original publications to derive true 24-h and temperature-corrected fluxes. Using different measurement compilations to derive reservoir CH₄ emissions results in variable averaged emission rates: 20 mg CH₄ m⁻² day⁻¹ and 300 mg CH₄ m⁻² day⁻¹ for temperate and tropical reservoirs in St. Louis et al. (2000); latitudinally averaged emissions ranging from 22 to 247 mg CH₄ m⁻² day⁻¹ in Bastviken et al. (2011); 160 mg CH₄ m⁻² day⁻¹ for all reservoirs in Deemer et al. (2016); and monthly average values for boreal (5–68 mg CH₄ m⁻² day⁻¹), temperate (42–259 mg CH₄ m⁻² day⁻¹), and tropical/subtropical (69–202 mg CH₄ m⁻² day⁻¹) reservoirs in this study.

In addition to different eco-climatic zone reservoir emission rates applied in past studies, the methods used to define the spatial distribution of reservoir type areas has varied. In the past these definitions have typically been done using simple latitudinal band assumptions (e.g., Bastviken et al., 2011; Deemer et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2021); however, our study used modeled soil-temperature, which may better reflect sediment temperature, to define the spatial distribution of reservoir eco-climate type. Both our study and Harrison et al. (2021) calculated global diffusive + ebullitive CH₄ emissions ~10 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹ but differ in the fractional contribution of boreal, temperate, and tropical/subtropical reservoirs. The different methods applied in this study and Harrison et al. (2021) to classify reservoir types likely resulted in these differences in reservoir eco-climatic type contribution to total emissions. This suggests that determining the best practices to define reservoir types that align with flux observations is needed in future research.

Table 2 summarizes the assumptions made for emission season lengths among the six global reservoir emission studies. Our work is unique in that satellite observations of freeze/thaw dynamics and lake-ice phenology were employed to quantify spatially varying emission season lengths, thereby addressing a major uncertainty in estimates of reservoir and lake emissions. Prior to this study, it was commonplace to assume constant emission-season lengths (Deemer et al., 2016; St. Louis et al., 2000) or simple assumptions for indi-
individual reservoir systems (Bastviken et al., 2011) whereas Rosentreter et al. (2021) and Harrison et al. (2021) defined emission periods using air temperature for reservoirs in locations >0°C (>4°C for diffusion in Harrison et al. (2021)) and ice-cover periods for those locations <0°C (Table 2). Specific season lengths are not reported for either of these studies.

The fact that our estimate is on the lower end of reservoir CH₄ emission estimates is both reasonable and encouraging as Saunois et al. (2020) suggests that bottom-up estimates of natural sources of CH₄ other than wetlands, that is, inland aquatic systems such as reservoirs and lakes, are substantially higher than those arrived at from top-down inverse model simulations.

3.4. Recommendations for Future Work

It should be noted that several uncertainties remain in our new data set. Additional and more systematic work focusing on data acquisition and methodological investigations is needed to better constrain reservoir CH₄ emissions.

Although we attempted to capture realistic reservoir areas, including ~35,000 small reservoirs not included in published data sources, the abundance and area of very small impoundments (<0.1 km²), that can exhibit high per m² emissions (e.g., Grinham et al., 2018), remain poorly represented despite a growing number of small hydropower projects (Couto & Olden, 2018). The major challenge regarding these small reservoirs is that while high-resolution remote-sensing offers the most promising approach to detecting these water bodies, it comes with the liability that numerous features that may be lakes, wetlands, or other unidentified landscape features that are not reservoirs (Matthews et al., 2020), are captured and, to date, no broadly applicable techniques have been developed to reliably distinguish among these aquatic systems. In addition, regional differences in what constitutes a regulated lake in GRanD and to what extent these systems should be considered reservoirs is an open question. Finally, this work and other studies of global reservoir emissions focus only on diffusive and ebullitive emissions, not accounting for additional emission pathways. A recent paper (Harrison et al., 2021) attributes over half of the total reservoir CH₄ flux to degassing (Table 2), suggesting the importance of better constraining this flux pathway in future modeling efforts.

The eco-climatic zones used here have been used in previous global emission efforts (Bastviken et al., 2011) and similar zones were used in Harrison et al. (2021) and the IPCC methodology for reservoir emissions (Lovelock et al., 2019). These zones implicitly integrate across multiple potential emission drivers (e.g., productivity, nutrients, temperature, and light) such that the regional influence of the physiochemical variables is already partly included in global assessments to the extent that their influence is represented in the flux measurements of the eco-climatic regions. Recent work shows a positive correlation between reservoir productivity (e.g., chlorophyll-a, nutrients) and reservoir CH₄ emissions (Deemer et al., 2016; Deemer & Holgerson, 2021; DelSontro et al., 2018). This relationship has recently been used together with global satellite-based estimates of lake and reservoir productivity to model CH₄ emissions from these aquatic systems (DelSontro et al., 2018; Rosentreter et al., 2021). However, this exercise relies on chlorophyll-a data from a single day (Sayers et al., 2015), while chlorophyll is highly variable based on dynamic relationships between nutrients and light access and top-down food web control by grazing (Wetzel, 2001). More systematic spatiotemporally resolved measurements of CH₄ emission, together with a suite of potential predictor variables, would help to better tease apart these relationships. The ability to resolve variations in spatial and temporal relationships between different pathways of CH₄ fluxes and more easily measured predictor variables (e.g., chlorophyll-a, nutrients, dissolved organic carbon) is an important topic for future work.

We note that this study incorporated 53, 81, and 64 independent time of day and temperature-corrected flux measurements for boreal, temperate, and tropical/subtropical reservoirs, respectively. Additional measurements in both tropical/subtropical and temperate reservoirs are needed to reduce uncertainties in spatial variations of CH₄ fluxes. Moreover, while boreal reservoirs are currently small contributors to the global total, amplified warming in the high latitudes suggests that strategic measurements of boreal reservoir fluxes would be useful. The augmented compilation of flux observations developed in this study contained 287 observations for diffusive and ebullition fluxes but ~30% of them could not be used because they lacked site information crucial to modeling diurnal and seasonal impacts on flux variability. Comprehensive site
descriptions are critical components of field studies and can greatly expand the use and value of the flux observations for modeling based on identified relationships (e.g., Deemer et al., 2016; DelSontro et al., 2018; Prairie et al., 2017) as well as for developing novel relationships with additional variables such as water depth, nutrients, and primary productivity.

Our flux compilation includes 32 year-long observations, but most reservoir-flux observations are conducted in summer months likely reflecting highest fluxes. Winter CH₄ emissions are minimally quantified, while a moderate number of observations are available for spring and fall. Consequently, to correct for the high summer flux bias, we modeled monthly mean fluxes for every measurement site based on temperature as done by Harrison et al. (2021) for individual reservoirs. More generally, flux observations vary widely in both temporal and spatial coverage. Lower spatiotemporal coverage can lead to biases in overall site emission estimates (Wik et al., 2016), but the time intensive requirements of more frequent sampling make it unrealistic in practice. However, reducing uncertainties in flux dynamics will require more spatiotemporal coverage of observational data to capture episodic fluxes and to represent the full annual cycle.

We propose that measurement data generated in the future be consistent, as much as possible, in methodology, and systematically cover multiple flux pathways and spatiotemporal variability within and among reservoirs, and include comprehensive site data. Moreover, measurement data that isolate flux pathways (e.g., diffusive, ebullitive, and alternative) and additional measurement (e.g., time of day, and date) and physiochemical (e.g., air/water temperature, chlorophyll-a, nutrients, and dissolved organic carbon) variables are helpful for modeling efforts given that their regulation, and thereby modeling requirements, differ.

4. Significance and Conclusions

Here, we present a suite of new global data sets developed during this work that combine multiple, complementary data products. These data sets are gridded at 0.25° × 0.25° spatial resolution and represent reservoir area and spatial distribution, eco-climatic reservoir type, and daily CH₄ emissions throughout the entire annual cycle. The spatial and temporal resolution of these data are uniquely aimed for use in bottom-up biogeochemical models and top-down atmospheric inverse models.

We estimate global reservoir area to be 296.6 × 10³ km² and total annual emission of 10.1 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹ (1σ uncertainty range of 7.2–12.9 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹) for diffusion (1.2 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹) and ebullition (8.9 Tg CH₄ yr⁻¹) pathways. This total emission is lower than most past estimates, and similar to the results from Harrison et al. (2021) for the same pathways (Table 2). Our global total emission is on the low end of estimates due primarily to shorter emission seasons derived from satellite observations, lower areas representing only true reservoirs, diel corrections to daily CH₄ fluxes to account for lower nighttime emissions, seasonal fluxes calculated from daily emission rates to reflect impacts of temperature fluctuations, and application of region-specific fluxes to eco-climatic reservoir types. These results indicate that simple assumptions about temporal and spatial variability employed in previous studies result in the larger estimates of reservoir emissions associated with diffusive and ebullitive fluxes.

This research addresses several critical gaps and uncertainties existing in estimates of reservoir CH₄ emissions to date. The results are tightly anchored in field observations, in situ measurements, and remote-sensing observations independent of diagnostic or prognostic models (e.g., ecosystem and/or biogeochemical models) and integrate impacts of diel, temperature-, and ice-cover variability on emissions.

This work represents important data and methodological contributions to better constrain global CH₄ modeling and budget assessments for the present, and the recent past, while also providing a framework for predicting future reservoir emissions that may result from changes in climate. Reservoirs are projected to become more numerous in the future due to the increased need for sustainable energy from hydropower and water storage for irrigation (Zarfl et al., 2015). For example, hundreds of new reservoirs are planned in the Amazon basin (Almeida et al., 2019) which already exhibits large reservoir emissions due to year-long emission seasons and warm air and water temperatures. By quantifying spatiotemporal emission dynamics and supporting scenario analyses, this work can be employed in strategic planning of reservoir placement and design to minimize future reservoir emissions.
The spatially and temporally explicit analysis reported here represents important progress toward expanding the understanding and reducing uncertainties in the global CH₄ budget and enabling the inclusion of reservoir fluxes in an array of biogeochemical, top-down inverse atmospheric, and Earth System models.
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